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RESEARCHES AND DISCOVERIES IN KENT

RESEARCHES AND DISCOVERIES:
A REPORT ON WORK BY THE TRUST FOR THANET
ARCHAEOLOGY
During the one-year period, July 1996-July 1997, the time o f the
Thanet Trust was much taken up with two phases of evaluation and
excavation on the Kent International Business Park site, and the
resultant post-excavation tasks. Additionally, the Trust produced
several desk-based studies relevant to large-scale developments in
the Thanet area, and undertook about twenty site evaluations and
watching briefs. O f these the majority yielded little or nothing o f
archaeological interest. Some of the exceptions where remains and
finds were recorded are described below.
The Trust has long held Monday 'surgeries' as liaison opportunities
for metal detectorists and others, at which chance finds can be
identified and recorded, and advice given on conservation and specialist
contacts. While much of the material examined is mundane, consisting
of such ubiquitous objects as crotal bells, assorted buckles, and worn
Roman coins, they nevertheless help towards a total picture o f
human activity in and about Thanet. The Trust hopes that contacts and
information so gained will be of service to the Kent Pilot Scheme for
the voluntary recording of archaeological finds. A selection o f the
more interesting objects brought to the Trust's attention appears
below.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS AND WATCHING BRIEFS
The following archaeological evaluations and watching briefs were
carried out by the Trust during the year. A l l were to specifications
issued by the Heritage Conservation Group, Kent County Council.
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The Police Station, Fort Hill, Margate
This work involved monitoring the cutting of footing trenches for a
new cell block, the trenches being excavated to a depth of 1.30 m. The
historic background o f the site is intermittently as a battery from
Tudor times, developed as a fort in the Napoleonic period. A l l that
remained from this use was a thin layer between the modern tarmac
surface and natural chalk that was packed with eighteenth to early
nineteenth-century rubbish. Below this the natural chalk was seen to
be cut by five features, pits or possibly sections o f ditches. These
yielded burnt flints, bones, and heavily gritted pot-sherds in a Late
Bronze - Early Iron Age fabric c. 550-350 B.C. These features are
likely to form part of a large Early to Late Iron Age - Belgic- RomanoBritish settlement site occupying the hill-top, perhaps originally a
promontory fort. Similar features together with an amphora containing
a cremation were found a few metres away at the rear of the Britannia
Inn in 1894, and others 30 - 50 m. south- west during building work
in 1984. Further development in the police station compound or on
adjacent derelict land could well have archaeological implications.
The Bruderhof Community, Beech Grove, Nonington
A watching brief was carried out by the Trust over the construction of
access roads and terracing for a craft shop. It was deemed necessary
because of the presence on adjoining land of crop-marks thought to
represent several ploughed- o ff round barrows. The access road cut
revealed a surface that exhibited a thin scatter of calcined and worked
flint along its whole length, several pits, hearths, and sections o f
ditches. In two places these remains were interpreted as hut sites with
drip trenches. Datable material was confined t o one prehistoric
pot-sherd, probably Late Bronze Age. During the work the Bruderhof
Community drew the team's attention to a most interesting monument
situated in a grove just north-west of the house. This is a stone built
pyramid bearing a Latin inscription commemorating the discovery
during building work in 1878 of Roman or Saxon skeletal remains,
and of their subsequent reinterment, an event that seems to have escaped
archaeological notice.
Mansion Road, St. Lawrence, Ramsgate
This development site is adjacent to the Tesco Superstore site which
was subject to evaluation and excavation by Wessex Archaeology in
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1995 and 1996, operations that revealed the lost medieval manor
house of Upper Court, and both Bronze Age and Dark Age Saxon
settlement sites (Wessex Archaeology in preparation). Evaluation by
the Trust in 1997 was carried out by trenching, and of thirteen
trenches cut, two exposed a scatter of pot-sherds in either the local
Middle Bronze Age (Deverel Rimbury) fabric, or Early Late Bronze
Age c. 1200-800 B.C. This extends the settlement remains located
by Wessex Archaeology into an additional area of at least 40 x 90 m.
Thanet Reach Business Park site, St. Peter's, Broadstairs
This site of 4 ha. (10 acres) is situated at the junctions of Northwood
Road with Westwood Road, St. Peter's, Broadstairs, and has been
earmarked for development as the first stage o f a much larger
business park. Apart from coin finds by detectorists, nothing was
known archaeologically about the site, but evaluation was deemed
necessary on the grounds that the known Thanet density of archaeological remains (7.9 sites per square km. = 23 sites per square mile)
made the presence of such remains within the development area
statistically likely. For evaluation purposes the Trust cut 45 trenches,
each of 20 x 1.50 m. in a random pattern, this representing sampling
at a 3.3 per cent level. The revealed geology was that of 'brickearth'
seemingly a mixture of wind-blown glacial deposits with re-worked
Thanet Beds sands. This formed an overburden on the Upper Chalk of
between 0.70 and 2.30 in. in depth.
Generally, the topsoil and excavated subsoils were found to contain
a scatter of calcined flint 'potboilers' and waste flakes with medieval
and later pot-sherds. Features exposed by trenching gave evidence for
two phases of prehistoric human occupation:
(i) Systems of stake-holes, post-holes, and small pits having fills of
fine white loess. Finds from these features included a well-struck
flint blade flake and waste flakes of microlith type. A terminus ante
quern for the Thanet loess deposition has been calculated by radiocarbon as 6,120 ± 250 years B.P. (Weir, Catt and Madgett 1970).
This, however, only marks the colonisation of the loess by plants
whose root systems provided the Ci4 for the estimate. It seems at least
possible that the above remains represent traces of temporary visitation during the Mesolithic period.
(ii) Pits, post-holes and lengths of ditch yielding bone fragments,
shells, waste and worked flint flakes including scrapers, and small
friable prehistoric pot-sherds. The latter ceramic evidence suggests
Neolithic - Early Bronze Age occupation.
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Manwood Grange, Sandwich
An area of the grounds of Sir Roger Manwood's School has been
separated for sale as potential urban development so that evaluation
was required because of the proximity of archaeological sites.
Formerly the landscaped gardens of Manwood Grange, a residence
somewhat in the style of Sir Edwin Lutyens, it is heavily overgrown.
Over much of the site the trenches revealed only a few medieval and
post-medieval finds in an horizon of sandy silt derived from the
Thanet Beds. In the eastern quarter, however, bright yellow sand was
encountered at a depth of 1.50 m. , presumably sand dune or storm
beach deposits. This sandy horizon was cut by pits and ditches
yielding Belgic - Romano-British materials. The overlying complex
colluvial deposits held medieval sherds probably associated with the
King's Castle situated 220 m. to the north-west (Tatton-Brown etal.,
1983).
Warden House School Site, Upper Deal
This piece of ground in extent c. 0.6 ha (1.50 acres) was formerly the
site of Warden House School, now demolished. Evaluation prior to
development was thought necessary because of the proximity of
various remains, Neolithic to Saxon, within an 800 m. radius of the
site, with Roman burials on two sides within 500 m. While the site
geology is listed as that of the Head Brickearth, the evaluation found
it to consist of the Thanet Beds sands. Of nine trenches cut down to
1.50 m., one contained a length of ditch with a fill rich in midden
materials, including Roman sherds. This fill had been disturbed by
the cutting of a feature containing seventeenth-century pottery, presumably associated with the nearby post-medieval rectory. At the
other end of the trench a small pit yielded flint waste flakes and
nodules of calcined flint. Another two trenches exhibited 'finds
horizons' at a depth of 1.20 m., the materials recorded including flint
scrapers and waste flakes, medieval sherds in Tyler Hill fabrics, and
worked fragments of Caen stone.
METAL DETECTOR AND CHANCE FINDS
A polished flint axe from Netherhale, Thanet
This rather well-formed and finished example of a polished axe is 14
cm. in length, see Fig. 1,1, with a white-pale blue patination. It
exhibits minor recent damage, probably sustained in the process of
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Fig. I . Objects 1-4 to scales as shown
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being ploughed out from a buried horizon. It was found in a modern
plough soil surface at Netherhale Farm, Birchington, the find spot
O.S. reference being c. TR 27856795. Crop-marks representing two
barrow ring ditches and a rectilinear enclosure are situated within
200 m. on the prehistoric Wantsum shoreline.
A silver penny of Eadwig of Mercia, 955-959
This coin was found by Thanet Trust team member Mr Trevor Beale
while engaged i n recreational metal detector prospecting a t
Ebbsfleet, Thanet. I t is apparently the production o f a previously
unknown moneyer and is shown as Fig. 1,2. The writer is indebted to
Mr David Holman for the following:
Eadwig, two line (horizontal) type. North 724, (HT 1 NE). North-eastern
style, probably York Mint. Moneyer Walfreth, weight 18.55 g., die axis 090°.
Obv. EADVVI . REXI e in circumscription with small cross in centre. Rev.
VVALD / FRED divided by eille, trefoil of pellets top and bottom.

Two seal dies from St. Nicholas-at-Wade
The seals were found by Mr Cliff Bradshaw while prospecting with a
metal detector on adjoining fields close to the ancient shoreline of the
Wantsum Channel. The first, see Fig. 1,3, is of brass or bronze with
conical handle terminating in a ring. The central motif is the papal
emblem of a paschal lamb encircled, with the cross of the standard
and the lamb's tail extending into an outer circle that bears the legend
(shown as an impression); S' V op (the cross capping the standard)
P L D (part formed by the Iamb's tail) I V E I e.
The second seal die is cast in a hard lead alloy with a ridged back
and a broken stub, presumably the remains of a lug, see Fig. 1, 4. Its
central motif appears to be four eels or lampreys. The legend (shown
as an impression) reads: e S' TULIANE F ROGER', translated as
The Seal of Juliana, daughter of Roger'.

The Birchington I I I Hoard'
This was discovered by a metal detectorist prospecting on farmland
1As distinct from the Middle Bronze Age palstave hoard (Birchington I) discovered in
1924, Antiq. Journ., iv (1924), 223, and the Late Bronze Age hoard (Birchington II)
found at Minnis Bay in 1938, Arch. Cant., li (1939), 191.
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adjacent to Quex Park, Birchington, the exact location being reserved as
the immediate and general contexts of the find-spot await examination
for settlement evidence or further bronzes. A socketed axe that seems
likely to have been ploughed out from the same hoard has been
published (Perkins 1994). The hoard is now in the keeping of Quex
Park Museum, whose curator kindly allowed access so that these
notes and drawings could be made. It consists of the following items,
see Fig. 2, 1-25:
Socketed Axes:
1. Socketed axe, looped, squarish mouth with rectangular body and
curved (damaged ) cutting edge. There is a well-defined collar and
horizontal rib. Each face bears four pendant ribs, two forming the
corners;
2. Socketed axe, looped, squarish mouth with rectangular body and
curved cutting edge. It has a heavy collar and horizontal rib, with five
pendant ribs on each face, two forming corners. Pronounced remains
of casting sprue suggest little use;
3. Socketed axe, looped, squarish mouth with rectangular body and
curved (damaged) cutting edge. It has a heavy pronounced collar and
horizontal rib. The base of the socket is flat;
4. Socketed axe, looped, round mouth with rectangular body and
curved (damaged) cutting edge. There is a heavy collar and two
horizontal ribs, these rather distorted in casting;
5. Upper body fragment o f a socketed axe, looped, sub-rectangular
mouth and body section. It has a heavy collar and distinct horizontal
rib above a single pellet decoration;
6. Blade fragment from a socketed axe, cutting edge curved, almost
crescentic;
7. Collar and body fragment of a socketed axe, looped, round mouth,
heavy collar;
8. Collar and body fragment of a socketed axe, round mouth, rectangular
body;
9. Collar and body fragment of a socketed axe, looped;
10, 11. Collar fragments from socketed axes;
12. Body fragment (rectangular section) from a socketed axe.
Sword blade fragments
13, 14, 15. Fragments of blades from swords apparently in the Ewart
Park tradition;
16. Blade fragments from near the point o f a sword in the Carp's
Tongue tradition. Heavy rounded mid-rib defined by incised lines and
V-ended decoration to the rib;
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Fig. 2.1. Objects 1-4 to scale as shown
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Fig. 2.2. Objects 5-19 to scale as shown
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Fig. 2.3. Objects 20-25 to scale as shown
17, 18, 19. Sword blade fragments in the Carp's Tongue style with
heavy rounded mid-rib defined from wide cutting edges by incised
lines. 18 and 19 are almost certainly from the same sword, and 17
could also belong to it;
20. A double edged blade and part of the tang presumably from a
small knife;
21. Socket and part of the blade of a socketed chisel. The socket has
an object or an ingot fragment jammed in it;
22. Fragment of plate bronze;
23. Fragment of an object with a rounded end, pierced and countersunk
for a rivet. This could be the tang end of object 20;
24. A W-shaped fragment, slightly curved, perhaps part of a sword
scabbard mount or the like;
25. A fragment from a bun-ingot,
Comment
This hoard presents no novel features for the area. Like the Minnis
Bay, Shuart, Monkton and Ebbsfleet hoards, all from Thanet (for
quick reference, see Perkins 1994) it has components of both the
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Ewart Park Anglo-Welsh, and Continental Carp's Tongue traditions
of the Late Bronze Age, c. 900-600 B.C. The amount of imported
material, presumably brought in as scrap, says a good deal about the
level of cross-Channel trade. What is surprising is that this and the
Cleve Court hoard should be discovered within months o f one
another, a little more than 1000 m. apart, with other unpublished
bronzes emerging at the same time in the same locality. Does the
amount o f this material awaiting discovery far exceed previous
assumptions? Continued use of metal detectors may well in the long
term produce a surprising perspective as to the incidence of ownership
and use of bronzes within Late Bronze Age communities. On-going
research into this hoard and that from Cleve Court will take the form
of physical comparisons between the axes from all the Thanet hoards
and material from southern Britain and the Continent in search o f
'same mould' examples.
D.R.J. PERKINS
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES FROM MAIDSTONE MUSEUM
PREHISTORIC
BARM1NG
N.G.R. TQ 7255. A Neolithic, tanged and barbed arrowhead and a
scraper, found by G. Mabb, 100 m, apart; both being o f the same
brown-grey flint. The arrowhead is asymmetrical; length: 24 mm.,
width: 19 mm., thickness: 5 mm. Retouch is visible at the distal end
of the scraper; length: 58 mm., width: 29 mm., thickness: 10 mm.
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BOUGHTON MONCHELSEA
N.G.R. TQ 7651. An Acheulian cordate-form flint hand axe found
by E. Dawkins. A fairly rough piece, this has a naturally formed
indentation on one side, which possibly caused its selection as it acts
as a thumb-hold. There are cortex remains on one surface, and some
edge damage, no retouch is visible. Length: 98 mm., width: 70 mm.,
thickness: 35 mm. This may have been used as a scraper, as indicated
by the worn condition of one edge and the comparably good condition
of the opposing edge." 2
BOXLEY
N.G.R. TQ 7659. Bronze Age harness fitting found by G. Bullock
(Fig. 1,1).3 Copper alloy and cast in one piece; comprising a large
ring with circular cross-section and a smaller D -form ring, also
circular in section, divided by a horizontal bar. Length: 19 mm;
width: 13 mm. Similar finds include a Late Bronze Age hoard of
harness fittings from Parc-y-Meirch, Denbighshire, described as
'circular buttons with loops beneath', here the smaller loop is rectangular in form.4 The fitting in the Late Bronze Age founder's hoard
from Isleham, Cambridgeshire is also described as a harness mount.5
IRON AGE COINS
Impressions held at Celtic Coin Index, Institute of Archaeology,
Oxford, and Maidstone Museum.
BIRLING
N.G.R. TQ 6662. A gold stater (probably with some silver content),
found by Mr Bond. Stylised head/stylised horse. The coin is almost
lozenge-form. Maximum diam: 19 mm. An abstract design type, this
Gallo-Belgic C series is some of the earliest coinage imported into
Britain from north Gaul in the late second to mid-first century B.C.'

I Pers. comm. J. Jarvis, November 1993.
2 For another Acheulian hand-axe found in the area, see Arch. Cant., civ (1987), 350
3 For previous finds by O. Bullock, see Arch. Cant., cii (1985), 267-9
4 H. Savory, Guide Catalogue ofEarly Iron-Age Collections, National Museum ofWales
(1976), 53 and fig. 9,12.
A. Edwardson, Late Bronze Age Founder's Hoard found 12 December 1959, Isle/tam,
Cambridgeshire, Pamphlet- Moyes Hall Museum.
6 R.D. Van Arsdel I, Celtic Coinage of Britain (1989), 67, no. 42-1
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BOUGHTON MONCHELSEA

N.G.R. TQ 7751. Five coins found by 11 Cole; seemingly widely
scattered.'
1. A bronze unit: W o l f left/Celticised horse right. Uninscribed
coinage, possibly an earlier import from Gaul. The piece has a diameter
of 12 mm. and is fragmented around the edge. Dated to the first
century B.C.' Donated to Maidstone Museum.'
2. A bronze unit: Celticised horse, D V below/lion, box below
containing DVBM, indicating that i t is Dubnovellaunus coinage
(from the eastern region of England). Diameter: 15 mm.; very well
preserved. Dated to the first century B.C.'"
3. A gold quarter stater: plain/Celticised horse left; box with cross
hatching b e l o w. Diameter: 1 1 m m . Uninscribed c o i n o f
Dubnovellaunus." •
4. A gold quarter stater: plain/horse right. Diameter: 11 mm. Coin of
Dubnovellaunus. The wavy motif above the horse suggests that this
piece is of the first coinage.12
5. Gold quarter stater of Dubnovellaunus as no. 4, but with a diameter
of 13 mm.
N.G.R. TQ 7751. A silver unit, brought in by W. Lambert.° Obverse:
Celticised head to the right, V1R in front, [CO] behind. This is an
adaptation of a Roman denarius design. Reverse: EPP [I] above, COM
[F] below, Capricorn to the left; adapted from an Augustan denarius.
Minted under Epillus in the south-eastern region. Dated first century
B.C. to first century A.D."
GILLINGHAM

N.G.R. TQ 8167. A quarter stater found by R. Radford, geometric
type of the first century B.C. Obverse: almost plain, with some marks

7 For finds from the same area see 'Roman' section and Arch. Cant., ci (1984), 367; civ
(1987), 353; cv (1988), 303; cvii (1989), 398
R.D. Van Arsdell, op. cit. 9$, no. 154-1
9 Accession No. MNENIG: 1993.57
10 Va n Arsdell, op. cit., 102, no .166-1. Van Arsdell weight is 2.4-2.7 g., this piece
weighed 1.6g. which is more common in coinage of this type on the Celtic Coin Index.
I I Van Arsdel o p . cit. 94, no. 151-1
12 Pers. comm. Dr Philip De Jersey, Celtic Coin Index, Oxford, June 1993
13 For previous finds by W. Lambert, see Arch. Cant., ci (1984), 372 and 376; cviii
(1990), 286; cx (1992), 408
14 Van Arsdell, op. cit., 151, no. 443-1
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near the edge. Reverse: a tree-like object (not central), surrounded by
abstract lines and curves. The piece has a diameter of 11 mm. and is
probably Gallo-Belgic DB.15
LENHAM

N.G.R. TQ 9050. A quarter stater of the south-eastern region brought
in by D. Butcher.16 Diameter: 12 mm. Plain/Celticised horse left, this
has some variations from Van Arsdell's examples, particularly in the
curve of the tail and the horse's legs. Dated first century B.C.17, 38
ROMAN
BIRLING

N.G.R. TQ 6662. A penannular brooch of copper alloy found by Mr
Bond. Angular in cross-section and in extremely good condition. The
curvature o f the pin does not appear intentional and may have been
caused during burial or retrieval. Diameter: 33 mm., pin length: 38
mm., thickness: 4 mm. This form with tightly coiled returning
terminals is classed as Fowler type C: a pre-Romano-British form
which was adopted by the Romans, it seems to originate in the first
century B.C., but this particular piece could be dated pre- o r
post-Roman conquest.19, 20
BOUGHTON M O N C H E L S E A

N.G.R. TQ 7751. Plate brooch brought in by D. Cole (Fig. 1,2).21 An
asymmetrical, six-pointed star-form of copper alloy with enamelling.
The central inset was lost shortly after discovery; pin hinge and clasp
remain, but no pin. Decoration consists o f six linear cells running
from the centre to the inner edge with small circular cells between;
every other line is missing its infill, as is every other circle, those that
remain are opaque yellowed-white with fissure lines. The slightly

15 Van Arsclell, op. cii. 73, no. 69-3 is the closest comparable piece.
16 For previous finds by D. Butcher, see Arch. Cant., ci (1984), 374, 377-8; civ (1987),
255-6; cv (1988), 308 and 310.
17 Van Arsdell, op. cit., 93-4, no. 150-1/151-1
18 For similar finds in the area, see Arch. Cant., cv (1988), 303
19 E. Fowler, 'The Origins and Development of the Penannular Brooch in Europe', PPS,
xxvi (1960) 149-77
29 See 'Iron-Age Coins' section for finds in same area
21 See 'Iron-Age Coins' section for finds from the same site
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Fig. 1.
1. Bronze Age Harness fitting, Boxley; 2. Romano-British plate brooch,
Boughton Monchelsea; 3. Romano-British plate brooch, Gillingham;
4. Romano-British plate brooch, Gravesend;
5. Romano-British trumpet brooch, Thurnham.
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raised edge is decorated with punched dots. Length: 26 mm., width:
17 mm., thickness: 2 mm. A comparable piece was excavated by the
Dartford Archaeological Group.22
CHARING
N.G.R. TQ 9648. A probable military harness pendant found by D.
King. Copper alloy, undecorated and leaf-shaped , with a large circular
loop at right-angles which shows a clear join approximately a third of
the way round. Length: 32 mm., width: 18 mm., thickness: I mm.,
increasing to 4 mm. at the terminal. South Shields 3.66223 is closely
comparable, but the South Shields example is incomplete and the
shoulders less emphasised. The piece remains undated.24
GILLINGHAM

N.G.R. TQ 8366. A n equal-ended plate brooch found by J. Green
(Fig. 1,3), purchased by the Maidstone Museum Auxiliary Fund.2s
Length: 52 mm., width: 30 mm., thickness: 2 mm. The upper and
lower terminals are in the form o f snakes' heads, with the central
panel of a simple, rectangular form. The snakes' heads bear punched
rings for eyes and three rows o f punched lines along the length o f
these terminals represent scales. There are five cast cells, three in the
centre and one on each of the side terminals, the latter are triangular
in shape. Traces of red enamel remain in the three central cells. The
pin and part of the pin attachment loop are missing. The vast majority
of these types of brooches were enamelled and flat with hinged pins.
They have a widespread distribution across Britain, but especially
south of the Wash, and were common in the second century.26
G R AV E S E N D

Two brooches and a pin found by C. Turner.
N.G.R. TQ 6371. A copper alloy brooch o f Colchester form. The
surface is extremely pitted, no spring or pin remains. The catch-plate is

22 Dartford Archaeological Group, Under Your Feet - The Archaeology of Dartford
District (1993), 18
23 L . Al lason-Jones and R. Miket, The Catalogue of Small Finds from South Shields
Roman Fort (1984), 200
24 For similar finds, see Trans. Cumberland and Westmoreland Antig. and Arch. Soc,
lxxxvi (1986), 49-70 , and Wilts. Arch and Nat. l i s t . Soc. Mag., 77 (1982), 49-59
25 Accession No. MNEMG : 1995.113
26 R. Hattatt, Brooches ofAntiquity (1987), nos. 1099-1106
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decorated with rouletted lines and has some damage; there is a forward
hook to secure the external spring. The flat side wings are grooved
with flattened bow. Length: 53 mm. Dated to the first century A.D.
N.G.R. T Q 6271.
I. A second-century plate brooch of copper alloy (Fig. 1,4). The piece
is oval with a triangular form terminal, all with inset decoration.
Pieces o f blue glass and red enamel are set in cells in a geometric
design of triangles within circles and vice versa. The apparent remains
of heavy gilding on the post leading to the spring may be a soil effect.
No pin remains, it appears to have broken off and the catch-plate is
incomplete. The plate is damaged, particularly along one side edge
and the upper edge, the triangular terminal also has a corner missing.
Length: 13 mm., width: 13 mm.
2. A copper alloy pin. The shank is incomplete; the head is rounded
with some pitting and criss-crossed with incised lines of decoration.
L: 17 mm. Similar to Cooling Group 1, sub-group C; this form was
used throughout the Roman period and is found all over southern
England."
HOLLINGBOURNE

N.G.R. TQ 8455. A n incomplete bracelet found by Mr Bond. The
piece has a circular cross-section, flattened in parts, and is well
worn. Bands o f three raised lines at irregular intervals divide the
circumference; two of these sections have a pair of ring and dots at
either end, there is slight stepping on either side of many of the bands.
Maximum diameter: 63 mm., thickness: 4 mm. Although incomplete,
it is probable that this example was penannularo and it would fit with
South Shields Type 7, which i s described as penannular, with
grooved decoration across the shank and plain terminals. Woodeaton
bracelet no. 11 is also divided by incised lines (double) into panels on
the outer face, two o f which have a decoration o f dots, as well as
semi-circles surrounding dots on the outer edge.29
THURNHAM

N.G.R. T Q 8155. A trumpet form brooch found b y P. Lee, o f
enamelled copper alloy (Fig. 1,5). The lower portion of the bow, and
hence the catch-plate, is missing; there are the remains of a loop to

27 H. Cooling, Arch. Jo urn., exIvii (1990), 148-82
28 L. Allason-Jones and R. Miket, op. cit., 126
29 Oxoniensia, xiv (1949), 1-45
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Fig. 2. 1. Romano-British head of Mercury, TunstalI;
2. Late Saxon book mount, Cranbrook.
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affix the pin. A median ridge runs down through the symmetrical
enamelled design. The bow upper terminates in a disc, decorated with
a circle formed of four oval cells filled with blue enamel. Within
these are two cells containing red enamel, and surrounding are two
roughly crescent-form cells of red enamel; below - and lining the
median ridge - are two triangular cells containing red enamel. The
piece is a modified trumpet form, lacking the typical loop for the
chain at the top. Length: 35 mm., diameter: 14 mm. The brooch is in
poor condition with a pitted surface. Whilst no direct parallels were
traced, it is thought to date to the second century A.D." and is linked
primarily to military areas.31.33
TUNS TALL
N.G.R. TQ 8961. A copper alloy head of Mercury found and donated
by H. Grove (Fig. 2, 1).33 This hollow, cast piece is crushed and
incomplete: only part of the face, wings and cap remain. Mercury's
cap (known aspetasus) is perforated at the top and another hole holds
a split pin at the centre front. There is a pair of vestigial wings at each
side of the cap, the longer portion may have originally held plumes,
secured in the perforations in each. The piece has a boyish face with
heavy brows and eyelids, the nose is straight, but slightly flattened.
Mercury is looking upwards and the mouth seems expressionless.
Short, curly hair protrudes from beneath the cap. The face has split
away from the helmet at the front and the back of the head and the
lower face is missing along a diagonal plane, from the right of the
chin to the base of the nose and outer left eye. Length: 75 mm., width:
52 mm. The piece may be part of an oil lamp or flask.34,35Two Roman
nails were found alongside.
ROMAN COINS
EASTCHURCH

N.G.R. TR 0071. A dupondius or as of Plautilla, brought in by N.
Long. Plautilla married Caracalla (emperor A.D. 198-207) in A.D.

30 R. Hattatt, Ancient Brooches and Other Artefacts (1989), 83
31 R. Collingwood and I. Richmond, The Archaeology of Roman Britain (1969), 296
33For details of theexcavation of aRomano-British building in the area,seeArch. Cant.
ciii (1986), 141-58
33Accession No. MNEMG : 1995.27
34 H. Walters, Catalogue of Lamps in the British Museum (1914), 3 no. 8
35Pers. comm. Dr T. Blagg, University of Kent, May 1994
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PLATE I

Photograph by Paul Dixon
Anglo-Saxon claw-beaker, Faversham.
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202. B u s t right/Concordia seated, S C i n exergue. Legends:
PLAVTILLA AVGVSTAE/CONCORDIA AVGG.36
SUTTON VALENCE
N.G.R. TQ 8150. A denarius of Titus found by W. Lambert, dated
A.D. 80. Obverse: bust facing right, laureate. Legend reads anticlockwise: IMP.TITVS.CAES.VESPASIAN.AVG.P.M. Reverse:
elephant to the left; this refers to the dedication o f the Coliseum,
where games in celebration lasted 100 days.37
ANGLO-SAXON
CRANBROOK

N.G.R. TQ 7837. A probable Late Saxon book clasp found by T.
Croucher (Fig. 2,2). Copper alloy with deep all-over chip-carved
geometric decoration. The plate is rectangular, with a central perforation. There is a bar at one end, the corners of which are decorated
with trefoils similar to those on medieval buckles. The opposite
corners are rounded, this end terminates in a vertical zoomorphic
head with a perforation. Length: 67 mm., width: 37 mm. The overall
form is similar to an example from Snodland, but this piece is larger
and bears a different design.38
FAV E R S H A M

N.G.R. TR 0160. A glass claw-beaker (Pl. I), declared a National
Treasure, was recently purchased by Maidstone Museum and A r t
Gallery with grant aid and sponsorship, including five hundred
pounds from the Kent Archaeological S ociety.39 The piece was found
in an inhumation cemetery, during the construction of the Chatham to
Dover railway from 1858 onwards." The beaker is made of fine, olive
green glass with numerous bubbles. The upper and lower portions are
decorated with spiral trailing and a single row o f four hollow,
claw-like projections are applied to the lower body. The piece has
been restored, missing parts of the lower body and foot are in resin.

36 H. Mattingly and E. Sydenham, Roman Imperial Coinage,v ol.1V 11(1936), 309, no. 580
87 H. Mattingly and E Sydenham, op. cit.. Vol. 2(1968), 119, no. 220
38 Arch. Cant., evil (1989), 407-9, fig. 4,3
39 Accession No. MNEMG : 1996. 135
40 C. Roach Smith, 'On Anglo-Saxon Remains Recently Discovered at Faversham, at
Wye, and at Westwell, in Kent' Arch. Cant., i (1858), 42-49, pl. I-III
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Fig. 3.
I. Anglo-Saxon escutcheon, Gravesend; 2. Anglo-Saxon disc brooch,
Gravesend; 3. Anglo-Saxon strap end, Gravesend; 4. Anglo-Saxon strap
end, Gravesend; 5. Anglo-Saxon dress hook, Gravesend,
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Height: 172 mm., rim diam: 83 mm. The vessel is dated late sixth to
early seventh century. Made by a Germanic artisan, the piece was
imported, probably for the inhabitants o f the royal dwelling at
Faversham. The closest parallels to this beaker are found in northern
France, Belgium a n d t h e l o w e r Rhineland. O n l y o n e o t h e r
Frankish-made piece is known from England, this being a basal
fragment from Coombe, Kent. The Faversham claw-beaker has been
given a new class within Vera Evison's classification of claw-beakers
- Type 4d.41
GRAVESEND

N.G.R. TQ 6271. Five artefacts found by C. Turner.
1. An escutcheon from a hanging bronze bowl (Fig. 3, 1). A copper
alloy disc with an incomplete loop at the top. Eight triangles filled
with red enamel (the most common colour on Anglo-Saxon escutcheons)
decorate the obverse, the tips in the centre and their lengths running
out towards the edge o f the disc. The design is symmetrical: every
other triangle is slightly larger with concave long edges and triangles
of the same size are opposed; the smaller triangles have convex long
edges. There is no visible means of attachment of escutcheon to bowl;
traces of solder found on the reverse of other escutcheons suggest this
is the probable method of attachment. The apex loop would have held
the chain for suspending the bowl. Diameter: 24 mm. Most hanging
bowls date from the sixth to the seventh century A.D.42
2. A copper alloy disc brooch (Fig. 3,2). Decoration consists o f a
punched central d o t surrounded b y f o u r incised, probably
compass-drawn circles. The pin is missing and the fixings for it are
incomplete. T h e design is worn and the brooch corroded, there is
substantial damage around the edges. The piece is slightly smaller
than average, diam: 23 mm., although i t was probably originally
approximately 24 mm. The brooch is dated to the fifth - sixth century.43
3. A copper alloy strap-end (Fig. 3,3). The piece consists of a roughly
rectangular plate, dividing at the wide end with two rivets here to

41 V . Evison, 'Anglo-Saxon Glass Claw-Beakers', Archaeologia, evii (I 982), 43-76,
and V. Evison, `Glass Vessels in England AD 400-1100' in Anglo-Saxon Glass, British
Museum Occasional Paper (in press)
42 Similar example in R. Smith, British Museum Guide to Anglo-Saxon Antiquities
(1923), 49-50.
A. MacGregor and E. Bolick, A Summary Catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon Collections
(non-ferrous metals) i n the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, BAR. British Series 230
(1993), 60-1
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hold the strap material. The terminus is in the form o f a highly
stylised zoomorphic head with incised detailing. Length: 45 mm.,
width: 5-9 mm., height: 3 mm. The strap-end is mid-late AngloSaxon in date."
4. Another copper alloy strap-end (Fig. 3.4). The piece is roughly
oval, with an angular terminal in the form of a debased zoomorphic
head. There are nine perforations, spanning most of the length, four
are arranged in pairs. The strap-end is broken away at the two top
perforations on the left-hand side. Length: 48 mm., width: 5-12 mm:
thickness: 1-3 mm. The piece dates to the mid-Anglo-Saxon period.
A similar example from Walpole St. Peter has two actual perforations
and seven incised ring and dots. These are arranged in a more linear
design and cover the entire length of the strap-end, including the
terminal, which is more curved."
5. A copper alloy dress hook (Fig. 3,5). The piece is circular with two
perforated loops at the apex and terminates in a pointed hook.
Decoration consists o f an unrecognisable, worn, central design;
surrounded by incised border lines and cabling in white enamel. The
reverse is undecorated. Length: 5 mm., width: 19 nun., thickness: 0.5
mm. The piece is late-Saxon in date and of the same form as Hamwic
32 170."
ISLE OF GRAIN
N.G.R. TQ 8776. A round-headed copper alloy pin, found by W.
Green. The piece is knob on cordon head in form, with incised
circles and a mould mark just below the cordon. Length: 72 mm.
Close parallels are Hinton's Type A2i from Southampton which are
described as having a slight collar below the head.'"
WOULDHAM

N.G.R. TQ 7264. A sword pommel cap found by G. Bullock. Copper
alloy, pyramidal i n form with a concave profile (known a s
'cocked-hat' form). Such caps are normally attached to the apex of
the sword pommel by rivets; however, this cap has no rivet holes.
Some examples are attached directly to the tang, as seems to have

44 Similar strap-ends terminating in animal masks from Southampton are depicted in D.
Hinton, The Gold, Silver and Other Non-ferrous Objects from Hamwic (1996), 42
45Norfolk Arch., xlili(1990), 103, fig. 4
46 D. Hinton, op. cit., 9
47 D. Hinton, op. cit., 15
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been the case with the Wouldham example. The caps appear to have
no counterbalancing or other function, but are purely decorative
fittings. There are no traces of decoration. Length: 36 mm., width: 11
mm. The K.A.S. Collection at Maidstone Museum holds several such
pommel caps, some highly decorated."
ANGLO-SAXON COINS
CL1FFE
N.G.R. TQ 7276. A base silver sceat found by D. Butcher. Barbarian
head/cross, annulet to either side, bird above; runic legends on both
obverse and reverse. This is of a type probably derived from Merovingian coinage and dated c. A.D. 675-750.4°, 5°
DUNTON GREEN
N.G.R. TQ 5058. Two base silver pennies found by M. Murphy, both
showing signs of copper decay.
1. Degraded bust 'porcupine'/standard. Dated c. A . D . 600-750.
Diam: 12 mm.5'
2. Degraded bust bird'/standard. Dated c. A.D. 600-750. Diam: 12.5
52

EASTCHURCH

N.G.R. TR 0070. A base silver sceat found by R. Larcombe. Barbarian
head right/cross with an annulet at the end of each arm, except that
arm with a step below; two dots above and one below the step.
Legends indecipherable, merging into the designs; these are garbled
versions of the Merovingian originals. More properly termed a penny,
this is part of the series copying Merovingian coinage produced in
England around A.D. 670. Coinage of this type is fairly scarce and
finds are widely scattered throughout the country.53

48 From Bifrons cemetery, grave 39: K.A.S. 841; Sarre or Bifrons cemetery: AS 61;
Sarre cemetery: K.A.S. 838a, K.A.S. 838b and K.A.S. 838c.
49 J. North, English Hammered Coinage, Vol. 1(1980), 221, Pl. 1, 15
50 For details of similar finds in the area, see Arch. Cant., cv (1988), 312
51 J. North, op. cit. ,37, no. 48
52 J. North, op. cit. ,37, no. 49
53 D. Metcalf, Thrysmas and Sceattas in the Ashmolean Museum, Volume 2 (1933), 194
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MEDIEVAL
AYLESFORD

N.G.R. TQ 7258. A copper alloy harness plaque found by W. Small,
near Aylesford Priory during building demolition. The piece is flat
and circular. There are no means of attachment visible, i.e. no rivets
or trace of a loop; it is thought these plaques were either glued onto
leather, or into a metal frame or mount, or were held in place by a
metal setting which would have overlapped the edge o f the disc.54
There are traces of blue, white, yellow and black enamel in a design
which may be interpreted as a lion rampant; such plaques very often
bear heraldic designs. Diameter: 48 mm. Comparable pieces are held
in the Museum of London."
N.G.R. TQ 7258. An English rowel spur, found by P. Atkins" and
subsequently donated to the Museum." A child's spur of copper alloy,
decorated with an incised and gilded pattern o f foliage and double
lines. The sides are badly distorted, and one terminal and the rowel
are missing. The piece would have curved under the wearer's heel,
with a flange rising up here to form a crest curving outward. The neck
is straight, and round in section; the sides are of rounded D-section.
The terminal is of ring-form and worn thin on the front edge. Length:
10 ram., length o f neck: 50 mm. The spur is o f high quality and
suggests a young male wearer from a rich family. Medieval spurs for
children are rare; it is comparable to iron spurs in Salisbury and South
Wiltshire Museum" and the Museum of London". Dated 1390-1430.60
N.G.R. TQ 7460. A decorative gold ring (75 per cent gold, the other
metals being silver and copper) found at the junction of the Pilgrims'
Way with the Maidstone-Rochester route by C. Wyatt. The decorated
rounded hoop is much abraded with damage to the bezel and some of

54Pers. comm. B. Wood, Museum of London, October 1993
55 Similar pieces in the Museum of London are defined as 'heraldic roundels', and include: A1773, A2541, A303, C2313 and 81.497. (J. Ward, London Museum Medieval
Catalogue (1940), PI. XX
56 For previous finds by P. Atkins, see Arch. Cant., cii (1985), 266; cix (1991), 338,
341-2; cxiv (1994), 442
57Accession no. MNEMG ; 1993.16
58(Eds.) P and E. Saunders, Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum Medieval Catalogue
Part 1(1991), 67, fig. 20
59 No. ER 1279A [671, from the River Thames near London Bridge
6° Pers. comm. Blanche Ellis, 1993
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Fig. 4. Medieval censer, Charing
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the stone is lost. The plain setting reflects the natural outline of the
uncut blue-black stone; the bezel is transverse and roughly rectangular with a 'pie-dish' profile. Grooves run around the join between
bezel and hoop, which is bent out of shape and is broken at one point.
Dated late twelfth to thirteenth century; Oman describes such rings as
the consecration rings o f bishops, and thus i t may have been lost
whilst en route between Rochester and Maidstone, or travelling to
Canterbury.6' Measures 24 x 23 nun.
CHARING

N.G.R. TQ 9649. A censer found by D. Butcher (Iig. 4,1). This is
Romanesque in style, the overall form is spherical and comprises
base and cover. The piece is cast and engraved, and was possibly
originally gilded. The architectural cover is in the form o f a quadrilateral two-storey tower: four projecting gables aligned centrally
above four arches are topped by a cylindrical tower with conical roof,
surmounted by a suspension loop. The gables have two rectangular
windows, with a triangular window above, and each has a decorative
knop at the roof peak. The arches run into four lateral loops at the
base of the lid, set between the gables to give an almost square form
in plan; each arch contains rough windows. The arches are separated
by four cylindrical turrets, which have conical roofs with a knop at
the apex, and two windows. Tiles above the gables are represented by
cross-hatching; engraved lines decorate the conical roof, and all over
the lower lid, indicating architectural detail.
The main feature o f the base is the continuation o f the turrets,
terminating in knopped cones to reflect the roofs. Lateral loops align
with those on the lid. The turrets are decorated with vertical bands
of roughly engraved diagonal lines, and a horizontal band of the same
runs around the conical terminal. A band o f engraved squares
containing rough saltire crosses runs around the top of the base; and
four panels reflect the arches on the cover, all but one cross-hatched.
The base terminates in a simple eversion, roughly decorated with
zig-zagging engraved lines; with two circular rivets on the underside,
whose function is unclear.
The piece would have had a chain and/or rod attachment running
from the four loops on the base, through the matching set on the lid
for suspension; and the chain for lifting the cover would run through
the loop at the top. The censer is in nine fragments and is almost
complete - part of the curvature from the base to the decorative body

61 C. Oman, British Rings 800-1914 (1974), 46
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is missing, despite repeated searching in the location of the find. An
old repair to the base, as detailed in Fig. 4.1, has not held. Maximum
length: 128 mm., maximum width: 90 mm. It is dated to the thirteenth
century.62, 63
CLIFFE

N.G.R. TQ 7376. A copper alloy seal-ring found by D. Butcher. The
bezel is oval in form (Length: 18 mm., width: 9 mm) bearing an
interlaced W with a crown above. The incisions are V-shaped in
section; the slightly irregular border seems to be imitating a pearled
border. The internal diameter (21 mm.) implies that this was probably
a man's ring, the use of a non-precious metal implies a lower status
owner. The initial letter is probably for the first name of the owner.64
Rings bearing crowned Ws are held at Salisbury Museum, which are
dated fifteenth to sixteenth century,65 the Victoria and Albert Museum" and a copper example at the British Museum.67
COBHAM

N.G.R. TQ 6867. A harness pendant found by D. Lloyd." The piece
consists of a disc suspended from an elongated shaft. A gilded lion's
face decorates the centre and squares line the edge o f the disc. A
corroded iron pin remains and the edges o f the pendant are worn.
Length: 43 mm., width: 16 mm. An interesting find on the Cobham
estate; the family's heraldic beast being the lion."
CUXTON

N.G.R. TQ 7167. Stirrup terminal found by Mr Walsh (Fig. 5,1). This
object belongs to a wide variety of distinctive, mainly zoomorphic
62 Pers. comm. John Cherry, British Museum, Oct. 1997
63 A similar piece is located at the British Museum: MLA, 1924,3-7, 1; and a more ornate
example from the British Museum was exhibited at the Hayward Gallery - (Eds.) G.
Zarnecki, J. Holt and T. Holland, English Romanesque Art 1066-1200 (1984), 255, no.
261. Further censers are included in 0. Dalton, British Museum Guide to the Medieval
Room (1907), 81. Medieval censers are discussed in A.B. Tonnochy, 'The censer in the
Middle Ages', J.B.A.A. i i (1937), 47-62, and A . B . Tonnochy, ' A Romanesque
censer-cover in the British Museum', Arch. Journ., lxxxix (1932), 1-16
64 P. and E. Saunders, op. cit., 40
65 P and E. W Saunders, op. cit.,, 42 and 43, nos. 23 and 24
66 C. Oman, op. cit. Pl. 38
67 0 . Dalton, Catalogue of the Finger Rings in the British Museum (1912), nos. 384-9
68 For previous finds by D. Lloyd, seeArch. Cant., cv (1988), 297; cviii (1990), 291 and 293
69 For details of similar finds in the area, see Arch. Cant.. cv (1988), 314-17
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5cm

Fig. 5. 1. Late Saxon stirrup terminal, Cuxton:
2. Late Saxon stirrup mount, Dunton Green.
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terminals which have recently been identified as being decorative
terminals from late Saxon iron stirrups." This example typically
shows the hollow shaft to take the arm of the stirrup as well as a ledge
to support the extremities of the foot-plate. Some examples retain
traces of iron as well as areas of lead within the hollow back, but
these are not present here. The terminal is in the form of a snub-nosed
beast of Scandinavian inspiration with bulging eyes and prominent
pointed ears and forehead. From the nose proceed two pairs o f
lobe-ended tendrils and there is a further pair of bifurcating tendrils
running like a crest from between the ears. At the upper end is a
rounded collar decorated with grooves. Such collars are common
features on these terminals. Like the stirrup-strap mounts, with which
this terminal is contemporary, a date in the middle to second half of
the eleventh century is likely. Measures 53 x 14 x 15 mm.
DUNTON GREEN

N.G.R. TQ 5058. A horse harness 'martingale' or 'bridle spur' found
by M. Murphy. This is an attachment on the strap known as a
martingale, which fastens between a horse's girth and bit to keep the
head down. The copper alloy piece comprises a bar with a central,
round-headed bulb and a loop at each end. The central bulb has balls
at top and bottom; and is decorated with two concentric rings which
may have held enamel. The reverse is concave. The two loops each
have three knobs: at the top, bottom and side. The martingale would
have been attached to the harness using these loops. The piece has
length: 220 mm., width: 700 mm. A similar piece is held at Maidstone
Museum.'"
N.G.R. TQ 5258. A copper alloy stirrup mount found by A. Lockwood,
(Fig. 5,2) roughly pentagonal, of Williams Class A Type 972. This
mount is rather worn and has a broken apex loop; height: 31 mm,
width: 28 mm. Mounts of Williams' Type 9 depict a human face and
most, including this example, display elements of interlace in the
areas of the cheeks; with eyes framed by tendrils terminating in lobes
and a protruding chin, Slight traces of niello are visible around the
apex loop and there might have been further areas on the interlace as
well. This is one of the finer examples of the type of which there are

" D. Williams, 'Stirrup Terminals' in Finds Research Group 700-1700 Datasheet 20,
forthcoming
71Accession no. MNEMG : 1977.57, from Snodland
72D. Williams, Late Saxon Stirrup Mounts: a Classification and Catalogue, forthcoming
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a number of debased versions and can be compared with similar
examples from Chalton, Hants."; Deal, Kent; St. Cross, Winchester
and Cricklade, Glos. The distribution of the finer examples is thus
across southern England with more debased examples both in this
area and further afield. The piece is dated middle to second half of the
eleventh century.
GRAVESEND

N.G.R. TQ 6271. A copper alloy seal matrix with a loop on the reverse,
found by C. Turner. The piece is of vessica form, bearing a fourlegged beast standing on its hind legs, facing right, with a curving
tail. Legend: *SIGILUM SECRET! ('secret seal'). A private seal
probably used to secure closed letters. Length: 28 mm. The seal matrix is dated to the early fourteenth century.74
HARRIETSHAM

N.G.R. TQ 8579. A buckle plate found and donated by S. Robinson."
Now in two fragments, it was formed from a single copper alloy
sheet, bent double to give front and back portions, only the outer of
the front half is decorated. The piece is roughly rectangular, narrowing to the point of the bend where the mid-section is removed to
give two bars. The back section has two irregular holes punched
through from behind. The front section has two rivets at the far edge.
The design is of a four-legged beast facing right, late Anglo-Saxon in
style, within a frame. It is open-work in parts which outlines two of
the legs. The frame and section in front of the beast are decorated
with rough cross-hatching. The decorative panel has a length of 24
mm., width: 21 mm., thickness: 0.50 mm., the back-piece measures
length: 20 mm., width: 14.50 mm. Such buckle plates are generally
dated to the thirteenth or fourteenth century.76
LYMPNE

N.G.R. TR 1136. A cast copper alloy figurative stirrup mount found

73D. Williams, `An Eleventh Century Stirrup Mount from Chalton', Proc. of theHamps.
Field Club and Arch. Soc., 51 (1995), 261-2
74 A. Tonnochy, Catalogue of British Seal Dies in the British Museum, lxi (1959)
75Accession no. MNEMO : 1995.33
76 G. Egan and F. Pritchard, Dress Accessories - Medieval finds from excavations in
London c. 1150-1450 (1992), 110
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by D. Perna." The piece has an irregular outline. Decoration consists of a raised figure of a bearded man, the arms descending behind
interlacing which extends from the waist to the borders, and around
the legs. The figure covers the whole of the front of the mount. The
piece is pointed at the figure's chest and perforated here, presumably
for attachment. The obverse is flat and unfinished. There is large
amount of surface deterioration. Length: 45 mm. This unusual type is
classified as Williams' Class A , Type 10, dated to the eleventh
century; and defined as an apparently bound, naked and bearded man
intertwined with serpents. The Lympne example is missing the apex
loop and prominent basal ridge.78
STOCKBURY
N.G.R. TQ 8362. A copper alloy seal matrix found by R. Larcombe.
Circular w i t h a n incomplete hexagonal handle. Legend
S;DEIG:RONS[E], DE1 G being a shortening of the Latin dei gratia,
meaning 'by the grace of God', as often found on coins. This surrounds an inner circle containing a fleurs-de-lys with two pellets
above. Diam: 22 mm. This form is generally dated thirteenth to
fourteenth century.", 80
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77 For previous finds by D. Perrett, see Arch. Cam. civ (1987), 365; cv (1989), 298, 303,
311, 319; cviii (1990) 281, 293; cix (1991), 338, 341-2
" D. Williams, Datasheet 20, op. cit., fig. 10
79 Antiq. Journ., lvii (1977), 324-49
" For similar finds in the area, see Arch. Cant, civ (1987), 364
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THE ABBEY FARM TRAINING EXCAVATION,
PHASE 2, 1997
Organisation and programme
Following the success of the training excavation in 1996, and with
the kind permission of the farmer Mr Jack Clifton, a second training
excavation was held at Abbey Farm between the 2nd and 15th o f
August 1997. Perhaps due to better pre-publicity, all places were
taken up, with thirty-five trainees enrolling for either one or two six
day sessions. T h e age range o f the trainees was seventeen t o
sixty-six years, and most, 92 per cent, hailed from Kent or the
Greater London area, although one young at heart digger had made
his way from San Francisco. Experienced volunteer workers from
the Thanet Archaeological Society and the Deal - Dover group also
participated.
Excavations
For the 1997 phase of excavation two areas of the site were cleared
of topsoil b y machine stripping. The first o f these exposed the
western half of the main range of Building 1, and part of its west wing,
revealing chalk foundations for Rooms 12 to 18. This foundation plan
was found to constitute a more or less mirror image of that recorded
in 1996 and illustrated in the last volume of Arch. Cant., see Fig. 1.
Rooms 10 and 11 were re-excavated, both for further research, and to
confirm that remains plotted in 1997 were in correct relation to the
original datum. A second area of topsoil removal exposed the floor
with tiled sluices discovered by trenching in 1996, and revealed this
to be a rectangular building (Building 2) measuring 3.50 x 5 m. and
abutting an alternatively buttressed chalk foundation that could be
traced for more than 20 m. The latter is tentatively interpreted as the
foundation of a garden boundary wall, with Building 2 attached on
the outside.
Pre-Roman archaeology
Prehistoric and Belgic horizons and features had been encountered on
site in 1996, and more discoveries were made in Phase 2. Worked
flints and small pot-sherds in a Neolithic or Early Bronze Age fabric
were found in the area of Rooms 12 - 14 of the villa, presumably as
residual/redeposits from the Roman construction work. A length of
ditch cut into the undisturbed Thanet Beds sand was observed in
Rooms 12 and 15, where its fill yielded clear evidence of on-site flint
261
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Fig. 2. The relationship between Buildings 1 and 2 and the area suggested for further investigation.
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knapping, two nodules being re-assembled from debitage. Evidence
of Belgic occupation turned up in the form of a shallow pit dose to
Building 2. This contained midden materials and large sherds from
two storage jars.
Building 1, the Villa
As had been anticipated, parts of the west wing had suffered less
plough damage than the east wing remains, with occupation and
demolition horizons preserved in places, in particular throughout
Room 17. Considerable modifications seem to have taken place to the
original chalk foundation lay-out, with the installation of masonry
wall foundations, creating Room 15b within 15a. Moreover, sections
cut to the west and south of the Room 18 outer wall chalk foundation
disclosed the presence of the deep-sunk floors and surviving walls of
Rooms 19, 20 and 21. Subsequent to the discovery of Rooms 20 and
21, a re-examination of the crop-mark aerial photograph suggests the
true width of the west wing may be double that of the east wing,
perhaps as a result of a massive re-buildinglrenovating operation
which may have included Rooms 5, 10 and 11, and Room 15b. Room
19 is of particular interest, in that it appears to be an angled corridor
entered by steps and descending to a below ground-level chamber.
Building 2
This small one room building has two tiled sluices sloping at about 40
to the horizontal (1 in 16) to join another similarly angled sluice that
exhausts through a buttress at the north-west angle of the building
into the end of a ditch. The plough truncated section of this was of
open-U profile, about 1.50 m. wide and 0.70 m. deep, aligned to run
north away from the villa complex. The lower ditch fill contained
midden materials and layers with black, ?ash or organic, discoloration.
The location of Building 2 and the wall foundation in relationship to
the villa is given in Fig. 2. An obvious interpretation of Building 2 is
as a latrine, although these are very uncommon on villa sites, the
writer being able to locate only one example.'
Summary
With about two-thirds o f the Abbey Farm villa excavated, many
questions remain unanswered, not least the dates of construction and
I Thanks to the work o f the Deal/Dover Group's indefatigable 'Richard' who excavated the feature and pieced together the flint flakes.
2 Mansfield Woodhouse, Nottinghamshire.
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demolition. Finds of window glass, mosaic fragments and painted
wall-plaster continue to reinforce the impression of a high status
building. The discovery of well preserved remains extending from the
west wing seems to hold great promise. Another training excavation
is possible in 1998. Mr Clifton having offered a between crops
excavation window at the beginning of September. Excavation of the
area shown as hatched in Fig. 2 should complete investigation of the
villa building, leaving its infrastructure as the subject of further
research. Field scatter suggests the presence o f at least one
masonry-built building within 200 m. of the villa, and a search by
trenching might well reveal less substantial outbuildings such as
barns and huts, also trackways, gardens and field systems.
D.R.J. PERKINS
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